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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
Creator: University of Maine. Department of Anthropology
Title: Academic Affairs. Dean, College Of Liberal Arts And Sciences.
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
ID: UA RG 0006.003.001
Date [inclusive]: 1962-2006
Date [bulk]: 1978-1995
Physical Description: 20 boxes 20 linear feet 
Physical Description: 9 map drawers 
Physical Description: 7 boxes Photograph boxes 
Language of the
Material:
English
Preferred Citation
University of Maine. Department Of Anthropology Records, UA RG 0006.003.001, [Box No.],
[Folder No.], Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
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Biographical / Historical
Alaric Faulkner was born January 12, 1945, in Peterborough, N.H. After graduating from Milton
Academy in 1963 and from Harvard University in 1967. He received a doctorate in anthropology from
Washington State University in 1972. From 1970 to 1978, he taught anthropology at the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
Faulkner came to the University of Maine in 1978 as the University's first Historical Archaeologist. The
role was created to promote historical archeological research and scholarship in Maine, train students
in field work and analysis for eventual careers in the field, and assist in the stewardship of historical
archaeological sites within Maine and the region. Up until 1984, half of the costs of Faulkner's position
was born by the Maine Historic Preservation Commission. From 1984 onwards Faulkner's costs were
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paid by the University of Maine. Faulkner would eventually be awarded tenure and would retire with
emeritus status in 2008. Faulkner died in 2011 at the age of 66.
The material in this record group document numerous archaeological surveys and excavations carried
out by Faulkner, colleagues, and students in particular at Fort St. George and St. George River, Witherle
Woods (Castine), St. Castin (Castine) Habitation, Fort Hill (Veazie), Damariscove Island (Boothbay),
and Fort Pentagoet (Castine). Faulkner and colleagues also mapped the Canada Road. Faulkner published
widely on his work including "The French at Pentagoet, 1635-1674: An Archaeological Portrait of the
Acadian Frontier." which he co-authored with his wife and long-term collaborator Gretchen Fearon
Faulkner, Director of the University of Maine's Hudson Museum. The following are historical contexts
for Faulkner's major surveys (those with their own record series):
Canada Road Survey, this survey began in 1993 and was carried out by Faulkner and Barry Rodrigue
with support by the Maine Historic Preservation Commission and involved identifying and inventorying
new archaeological sites to better understand the 19th century frontier region between Maine and
Quebec.
St. George River, there were four surveys carried out here by Faulkner from 1997-2000. The focus of
the 2000 survey was the English resettlement which began in earnest in 1720. As part of the 1998-1999
surveys the Richard Foxwell House was excavated by the University of Maine and the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission. The House is along the St. George River ME 111-03 and was a 17th century
trading house owned by Richard Foxwell, a trader from Dorchester, Massachusetts. In 2001, Faulkner
carried out a survey of Fort St. George with funding support from the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission. Fort St. George was the principle installation of the Popham Colony.
Witherle Woods (Castine) survey, these surveys were carried out by Faulkner for the Town of Castine
from 2001-2005 with the aim of studying archaeological remains to identify the locations of the
defensive features from the 17th through 19th centuries and determine whether any surface indications
remained.
St. Castin Habitation survey, from 1984-1996 Faulkner and others surveyed the habitation of St. Castin
on the Bagaduce River looking for locations of the settlements there from the late 17th century Acadian
and Etchemin Indian village in Castine.
Fort Hill in Veazie study, from 1987-1988 Faulkner led a University of Maine field study in Veazie to
investigate suspected prehistoric and historic archaeological resources on a proposed site of a wastewater
treatment facility including at Fort Hill along the shore of the Penobscot River.
Fort Pentogoet in Castine survey, Faulkner led surveys of an early Acadian site from 1980-1985 to
determine how much of the fort still remained. The 1982, 1983, and 1984 surveys were primarily funded
by an $85,000 grant from the National Endowment of the Humanities and also smaller amounts from the
Maine Historic Preservation Commission who had also supported the 1980 and 1981 surveys.
Damariscove Island survey, from 1979-1980 Faulkner surveyed the Island with financial support from
the Maine Historic Preservation Commission and the Nature Conservancy. The purpose of the survey
was to locate and identify historical sites and included extensive research on marine resources and the
history of the Island in particular the Poole Family.
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The survey on Arrowsic Island of sites used by Clark and Lake Company in the 17th century was carried
out by Faulkner and students in 1981-1983. The University of Maine also housed artifacts recovered by
Harold Brown of Bath Marine Museum.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The records mainly contain textual information and photographic material created by Professor Alaric
Faulkner and his survey teams. The record group also includes cartographic material, cassette tapes, and
some computer discs and audio visual material.
The records series Class Slides includes slides both from presentations and classes Faulkner taught on
archaeological techniques and specific sites of archeological interest.
The Archaeological Publications series includes copies of various article, reports, and theses on
archaeological surveys in Maine and across the country. There is a mixture of material authored by
Faulkner (including publications from his time in the University of Wisconsin's Department of Sociology
and Anthropology) and by colleagues at other academic institutions. There are copies of student papers
including on Pentagoet and Castine, mostly from students in Faulkner's University of Maine class: ANT
374 Laboratory Analysis of Historic Artifacts. There are also some archaeology publications published
by groups at the University of Maine.
The record series Administrative Records includes material related to the administration of the
University of Maine's Department of Anthropology, includes a proposal for a graduate study in historical
archaeology, details of Faulkner's appointment as Historical Archaeologist at the University of Maine in
1978, and a report by Faulkner on his activities from 1984-1985.
The various survey record series include: project proposals, crew lists, artifacts sheets, field notes
and data, lists of field team members, reports on the results of the surveys to funding bodies and in
the case of student's papers for classes, maps & plans, photographs of artifacts, features, and survey
teams, facsimiles of research both primary and secondary sources, reference material, publicity material,
photographs, and material used in articles and publications.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Arrangement
The Records Group is broken down intellectually into the following record series: 1. Alaric Faulkner's
Class Slides 2. Archaeological Publications, 3. Administrative Records, 4. Canada Road Survey Records,
5. ME 432-002 St. George River & Fort Survey Records, 6. ME 084-026 Witherle Woods (Castine)
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Survey Records, 7. ME 084-008 St. Castin (Castine) Habitation Survey Records, 8. ME 446-05 Fort
Hill (Veazie) Study Records, 9. ME 084-3 Fort Pentagoet (Castine) Survey Records, 10. ME 046-1
Damariscove Island (Boothbay) Survey Records, 11. Maine Site Records, and 12. ME 015-1 Clark &
Lake/Arrowsic Survey Records. Faulkner's major surveys have their own record series because of the
quantity of material and for ease of identification, other surveys which are less documented are both
intellectually and physically arranged together in the record series "Maine Site Records" by geographic
location.
Physically the material is arranged by subject, which for the most part is the geographic location of the
survey, the exceptions are photographs, slides, and maps which for ease of storage are filed by material
type and secondary arranged by geographic location. Material was separated and divided into multiple
sub-folders where necessary and rehoused into archival quality storage.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
URL: http://www.library.umaine.edu/speccoll
Accruals
Accruals from the University of Maine Department Of Anthropology are anticipated.
Appraisal
The processing archivist appraised the records and destroyed duplicate and damaged copies of items
and blank sheets. Material not considered appropriate for permanent retention in Fogler Library's
Special Collections were destroyed, including: financial information regarding surveys, miscellaneous
correspondence, conference booklets, travel claims and expenses, reference material regarding
archeological techniques and non-Maine sites, applications from students to be part of field teams,
and material not related to Maine including Jamestown, visits overseas, and Faulkner projects carried
out prior to his employment at UMaine, particularly in Newburyport, MA.
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Conditions Governing Access
This record group is restricted with permission granted through the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission; please contact the Special Collections Department for details.
Conditions Governing Use
Information on literary rights available in the Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections
Department.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
The records were transferred to Raymond H. Fogler Library's Special Collections Department by
Gretchen F. Faulkner with the approval of Gregory Zaro, Associate Professor and Chair of the
University of Maine's Department of Anthropology. Accessions #2016-0616 and #2017-03-30
included site records stored by the Department of Anthropology in South Stevens and some material
from the home of Gretchen F. Faulkner. Accession #2016-12-07 included maps and plans stored by
the Department of Anthropology in South Stevens.
Processing Information
Processed by Matthew Revitt, July-August 2017, Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections
Department. Processing involved a collection survey and intellectual arrangement into series and the
creation of this finding aid. Material was rehoused into appropriate archival containers and the boxes
and folders numbered and titled using information from ArchivesSpace.
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Related Materials
Related Materials
The record series Maine Folklife Center, UA RG 006.003.022 contains a copy of Northeast Folklore
XXI (1980) "Coming Of Age On Damariscove" written by Alaric Faulkner and Carl R. Griffin.
There are copies of student theses on many of the surveyed sites available both in hard copy from
Raymond H. Fogler Library and electronically in the University of Maine's Institutional Repository
Digital Commons. The Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History holds material on Barry
Rodrigue who with Faulkner surveyed the Canada Road.
"The French at Pentagoet, 1635-1674: An Archaeological Portrait of the Acadian Frontier." by Alaric
Faulkner and Gretchen Fearon Faulkner (1987).
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"From Pentagoet to the Old Canada Road: finding and delimiting habitations of Downeast Maine" by
Alaric Faulkner (1999)
Some artifacts from the sites surveyed are stored by the Department of Anthropology.
Material on Faulkner's 1976 felt site surveys as part of the Sketterbush Project in Nelson, New
Hampshire (which was prior to him coming to the University of Maine) have been transferred.
Material on Faulkner's 1978 archaeological survey of the central waterfront in Newburyport,
Massachusetts (which was prior to him coming to the University of Maine) have been transferred to
the National Park Service.
There is a Faculty/Staff file on Faulkner that includes: photographs, correspondence, clippings, and
obituaries. Also, an emeriti file in Emeriti (University Of Maine) Records, UA 0004.007.001.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Excavations (Archaeology) -- Maine
• Artifacts
• Pentagoet Fort Site (Castine, Me.)
• Damariscove Island (Me.)
• Fort Hill (Me. : Fort)
• Castine (Me.)
• Castine (Me.) -- History
• Veazie (Me.)
• Witherle Woods (Castine, Me.)
• Saint George (Me.) -- History
• Canada -- History
• Maine -- History
• Anthropology
• Surveying -- Maine
• Black-and-white photographs
• Slides (photographs)
• Photographs
• Reports
• Articles
• Clippings
• Records and correspondence
• University of Maine -- Research grants
• Maine -- Maps
• Site plans
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• Field notes
• Land settlement -- History -- Maine
• Maine -- Antiquities
• Maine -- Boundaries -- Québec (Province)
• Antiquities -- Maine -- Arrowsic Island
• Faulkner, Gretchen Fearon
General
Box number 9 was skipped.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Collection Inventory
Alaric Faulkner's Class Slides
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Mechanics Of Oraillure
Formation, 1960s-1970s
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From Canada Road
Archaeometry Lecture , 1996
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From Redware Pipes Talk,
1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of 16th Century
Exploration And Commercial Enterprises #2 , 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of The Norse In Greenland
And North America, 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of 16th Century
Exploration And Commercial Enterprises #1, 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of L'Anse Aux Meadows Box 1 Box 3
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Archaelogical
Excavation Procedures, 1996
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Remote Sensing
(Grassy Island & Richmond's Island) Surveying, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Hoaxes And
Problematic Sites In Maine & Replica Coin, 1977-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From SHA 95 Making And
Meeting The Abenaki Mkt, 1991-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slide Of Glaciation: Fauna; Ice
Sheet Kettle Moraine; 2 Creeks, 1974-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fracture Forms &
Processes, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From Finding Downeast
Sites SHA 98, 1983-1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From Gentility On The
Frontiers Of Acadia (Dublin), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Felt Site, 1978-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of ANT 474 Type
Collections 1 Glass & Beads, 1980-1996
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Contact & Trade: Glass
& Shell Beads, 1985 & 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Cod Fisheries -
Damariscove & Richmond's Is, 1978-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Early 17th Century
Settlement 1 - King Inscription & Wolstenholme, 1979-1995
Box 2 Box 2
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Early 17th Century
Settlement 3 - Popham Colony, St. George, St. Croix, Annapolis
Royal & Champlain's Habitation, 1952-1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides From Intro Archaeology:
History, Preservation, Hell Gap & Monoliths, 1972-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Silver Mound, 1976 Box 2 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Popham Colony Fort St.
George 1607 ME 348-001, 1962 & 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort George 084-4,
1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Canada - Various Sites
#1, 1980-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Canada - Various Sites
#1 (continued), 1980-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Hydra & Poros, 1977 Box 10 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Pipe Collected At
Norridgewock, 1995
Box 10 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Excavations At Silver
Mound, 1973-1976
Box 11 Folder 1
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Archaeological Publications , 1972-1989
Physical Description: 2 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Various Faulkner Articles ,
1984-1989
Box 12 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Various Faulkner Articles ,
1972-1983
Box 12 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- National Resources Inventory Of
The Holt Property Arrowsic Island, Maine, March 1982
Box 12 Folder 3
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Mapping And Structure Inventory
Of The Poland Hill Shaker Settlement, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Archaeological Reconnaissance
Of Lyons Industrial Park Site, New London, Wis., June 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Archaeological Reconnaissance
Of Berlin, Wis., June 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Archaeological And Historical
Site Survey Of The Middle Fox River Passageway
Box 12 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Final Report On Archaeological
Activity At Fort Shirley (ME 129-01), 2001
Box 12 folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Report On The Learned-Pray
Site 1790-1880's, Washburn-Norlands, Livermore (ME 248-01),
September 1983
Box 12 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- UMaine Historical Archaeology
Conference , 1981
Box 12 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Holt Paper On Crabtree Fort,
Hancock, Maine, 1999
Box 12 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- UMaine Anthropology Club
Newsletter , Spring 1997
Box 12 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- UMaine Archaeological Society
Publication "The Datum" , Fall 1991
Box 12 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- UMaine Student Papers,
1980-1985
Box 12 Folder 14a
Department Of Anthropology -- UMaine Student Papers,
1980-1985
Box 12 folder 14b
Department Of Anthropology -- Norman Barker Thesis On
Historic Sites Archeology At Portland Point, New Brunswick ,
June 1965
Box 12 Folder 15a
Department Of Anthropology -- Norman Barker Thesis On
Historic Sites Archeology At Portland Point, New Brunswick ,
June 1965
Box 12 Folder 15b
Department Of Anthropology -- Steven Sullivan Thesis On St.
Georges - Part 1, December 1987
Box 12 Folder 16a
Department Of Anthropology -- Steven Sullivan Thesis On St.
Georges - Part 2, December 1987
Box 12 Folder 16b
Department of Anthropology -- Historic Archaeology Graduate
Program, 1980-1981
Box 12 Folder 17
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Department of Anthropology -- Position in Historic Archaeology
& Report, 1978- 1985
Box 12 Folder 18
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Records, 1978-1985
Physical Description: 3 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Proposal For A Graduate Study In
Historical Archaeology , 1981
Box 12 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Faulkner Appointment , 1978 Box 12 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Historical Archaeologist Report
Of Activities , 1984-1985
Box 12 Folder 19
^ Return to Table of Contents
Canada Road Survey Records, 1992-1998
Physical Description: 1 box 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Contract
With Maine Historic Preservation Commission , 1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Plans
Drafted, 1992-1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Final
Report, 1994-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Article Re.
Canada Road, 1996
Box 25 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Box 25 Folder 7
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Box 25 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs
Box 25 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #06182
Box 25 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Historic
Photographs & Postcards , 1834-1913
Box 25 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Canada Road Survey - Field
Book & Journal, 1817
Box 25 Folder 17
^ Return to Table of Contents
ME 432-002 St. George River & Fort Survey Records, 1994-2001, (1997-2001)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Physical Description: 25 Folders 
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Foxwell House, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Foxwell House
(continued), 1998
Box 3 Box 3
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269225, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269226, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269227, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269228, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269229, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269230, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269231, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415055, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415056, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415057, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415058, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415059, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415060, 1999
Box 10 box 1
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415061, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415062, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415063, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#415064, 1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269225 , 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269226, 1998
Box 10 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269227, 1998
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269228, 1998
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269229, 1998
Box 10 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269230, 1998
Box 10 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Foxwell House
#269231, 1998
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212808, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212809, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212810, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212811, 1997
Box 10 box 2
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212812, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of St. George River
#212813, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Miscellaneous Box 10 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Video Of Foxwell, 1998
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River & Fort Surveys
- Reference Material, 1993-2002
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 1a
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River & Fort Surveys
- Reference Material, 1993-2002
Box 13 Folder 1b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George - Reference
Material - Brain Publications , 1994-1998
Box 13 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George - Reference
Material - Brain Publications , 1999-2002
Box 13 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George - Reference
Material - Brain Publications , 2003-2007
Box 13 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George - Reference
Material - Correspondence With Brain & Peabody Museum ,
1992-1995
Box 13 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Notes,
June 15, 1997 - July 11, 1997
Box 13 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Photo
Log, 1997-1998
Box 13 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Field
Journal, 1997
Box 13 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Crew
List, 1998
Box 13 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Sketch
Plans & Notes Of Foxwell House - ME 111-03, 1997-1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Sketch
Plans & Notes Of Foxwell House - ME 111-03, 1999
Box 13 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey -
Artifacts Lists From Foxwell House Fireplace - ME 111-03,
1999-2000
box 13 Folder 12a
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Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey -
Artifacts Lists From Foxwell House Fireplace - ME 111-03
box 13 Folder 12b
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey -
Primary Maps/Cartography, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - Known
Sites, 1980-1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey - New
Sites, (1983-1997)
Box 13 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River Survey -
Proposal To The Maine Historic Preservation Commission ,
1997-2000
Box 13 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Site
Inventory Form, 1998
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey -
Preservation Committee Correspondence & Meeting Material,
2000
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey -
Correspondence With Property Owner Gail Smith, 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Proposal
To The Maine Historic Preservation Commission, 2000
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey -
Publicity, 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Maps &
Plans
Box 13 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George & Witherle
Woods Surveys - Crew Lists, 2001
Box 13 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Report
On Ground Penetrating Radar Results, 28 August 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Journal,
July 2001
Box 13 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George River -
Correspondence Re. A "Eel Spear", 1996-1997
Box 13 Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- St. George Survey - Field Journal,
1998
Box 13 Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George Survey - Foxwell
House - Field Journal , 1999
box 13 Folder 28
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Artifact
Lists (Corrected), 2001
Box 13 Folder 29
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort St. George Survey - Remote
Sensing Data, 2001
Box 13 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- St. George Survey - Articles Re.
Foxwell House , October 1998
Box 13 Folder 31
^ Return to Table of Contents
ME 084-026 Witherle Woods (Castine) Survey Records, 2001-2005
Physical Description: 1 box 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Maps
& Plans
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
Preliminary Report, 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
Planning & Survey Approval, 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Final
Report, 2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
Proposal, 2002
Box 14 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Project
Agreement, 2003
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Interim
Report, 2002
Box 14 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Final
Report, 2003-2004
Box 14 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
Summary Of Phase I & II, 2005
Box 14 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
National Archives Research, 2001-2003
Box 14 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey -
Reference Material
Box 14 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Perkins
Estate Information & Maps, 2002
Box 14 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Survey
Crew Lists, 2001, 2002, & 2005
Box 14 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Journal,
2002-2003
Box 14 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Plans/
Profiles, Sketch Plans & Artifact Sheets, 2001-2002
Box 14 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Sketch
Plans & Artifact Sheets, 2003-2004
Box 14 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Profiles
& Descriptions , 2003-2004
Box 14 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Bridge
Redoubt Plans, 2005
Box 14 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Bridge
Redoubt Profiles & Descriptions , 2005
Box 14 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 2005
Box 14 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Notes, July 10 - August 5, 2005
Box 14 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Iva Lee
Perkins Property, 2002
Box 14 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Book , 2001-2002
Scope and Contents
Also includes notes on Wells, Veazie, Pea Cove, Pleasant
Point, Fort St. George, Foxwell, and Castine.
Box 14 item 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Book, 2002
Physical Description: 1 item 
Box 14 item 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Book #1, 2003
Box 14 item 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Book #2 & #1, 2003 & 2005
Box 14 item 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Witherle Woods Survey - Field
Book, 2005
Box 14 item 5
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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ME 084-008 St. Castin (Castine) Habitation Survey Records, 1970-1995,
(1982-1995)
Physical Description: 3 boxes 
Physical Description: 5 Folders 
Physical Description: 6 videotapes 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #1,
1983-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides
#1(continued), 1983-1993
Box 7 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides
#1(continued), 1983-1993
Box 7 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #2,
1983-1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #2,
1983-1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #2 ,
1983-1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #3,
1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #3
(continued), 1992-1993
Box 8 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #3
(continued), 1992-1993
Box 8 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Slides #4,
1992-1996
Box 8 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video # 1 &
2, 1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video #3,
1993
Box 11 cassette 5
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video # 1 &
2, 1991-1992
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 6
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video #1,
1991
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 7
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video #1,
1990
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 8
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Video, 1993 Box 11 cassette 9
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Migration To New England
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Genealogy, 1984 & 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Romantic Fiction
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Indian Attacks On Pemaquid 1689-96 From Adml Wm
Royall
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Hutchinson Papers - 1688 Raid, Randolph To Povey
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - "A History Of Pemaquid", 1925
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - "Twenty Years At Pemaquid", 1914
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - List Of Primary Sources, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Champlain's Description Of Area 1604, 1887
Box 15 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Andros Tracts, 1868-1869
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - The Younger St. Castin Brothers, 1908
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Docs Relative The Colonial History Of New York,
1855
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Documentary History Of The State Of Maine, 1907
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Collections Of The Maine Historical Society, 1881
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Henri Brunet, 1955
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Deeds Re. Wescott's Land 1791-1792 & 1793
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Heinrick Synder Exhibit & Performance On Baron St.
Castin, 1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Artifact Lists, Plans & Maps, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Gargas Census 1687-1688
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Hutchinson "Census" Bangor Historical Magazine
1688, 1887
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Jaubert - Letter Of Pere Gaulin 1701
Box 15 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - LeBlant's Book On Baron De St. Castin
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Wheeler Documents, 1875 & 1923
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reference
Material - Cartography
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Publicity,
1984-1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Crew List,
1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Preliminary
Report, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs,
1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 28
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Data On
Musketballs & Pipes, 1983-1984
Box 15 Folder 29a
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifacts
Lists, 1983
Box 15 Folder 29b
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey -
Correspondence With & Re. Property Owners, 1983-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Data,
1984-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 31
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Reports,
1984-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 32
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact Data,
1983-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 33
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs,
1990
Box 15 Folder 34
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Report,
1990-1991
Box 15 Folder 35
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans, Profiles
& Field Notes, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 36a
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans &
Profiles , 1990-1991
Box 15 Folder 36b
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Data &
Artifacts Lists, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 37
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs,
1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 38
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Crew List,
1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 39
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Pipe Data &
Correspondence, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 40
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - SH
Distribution Data, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 41
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Guifoyle's
Field Notes, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 42
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans &
Profiles (Scanned), 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 43a
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans &
Profiles (Scanned), 1992
Box 15 Folder 43b
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans &
Profiles (To Be Scanned), 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 44
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs,
1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 45
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Report,
1991-1992
Box 15 Folder 46
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Crew List,
1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 47
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Plans &
Profiles, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 48
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs,
1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 49
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact Lists,
1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 50
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Finished
Profiles, 1992-1993
Box 15 Folder 51
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Sealing Wax
Analysis , 1993
Box 15 Folder 52
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Primary
Documentary Research Report, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Notification
Of Designation Of Pentagoet As National Historic Landmark,
1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Final Wenner-
Gren Report, 1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - National
Endowment For The Humanities Interim Report, 1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - National
Endowment For The Humanities Interim Report, 1993-1994
Box 16 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - National
Endowment For The Humanities Final Report, 1996
Box 16 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Site Plans Box 16 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Air Photo &
Map, 1970 & 1973
Box 16 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Log Book
Volume #1, 1983-1984
Box 16 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Log Book
Volume #2, 1984-1991
Box 16 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Log Book
Volume #3, 1992-1993
Box 16 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Pictures Of
Artifacts
Box 16 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact List,
1994
Box 16 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifacts
Lists, 1983-1984 & 1990-1991
Box 16 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets & Maps
Box 16 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Field Plan
Guides, 1983-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Recording Guide, 1983-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Remote
Sensing Data, 1983-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photo Log,
1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey -
Correspondence Re. Buckley Property, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1984
Box 16 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets , 1990
Box 16 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1991
Box 16 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #16375
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30384, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30386, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30387, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30388, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30389, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30390, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #30391, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #31413, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #38334, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #46057, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #46058, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #46059, 1990
Box 16a Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photograph Of
Feature #52624, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #56510, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #63839, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #68261
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #68262
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #79759, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #79760, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #79780, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #93680, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #93681, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #93682, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #94497, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #94498, 1993
Box 16a Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #94499, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #95683, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 28
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #95684, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16a Folder 29
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Artifacts & Features #95710
Box 16a Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site of ME 084-8 #311413, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 38334, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 46057, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 #52624, 98167, 56510, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 #46058, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 #46059, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 #63839, July 12, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 94498, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 94499, 1993
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 95683, 6/13/84-6/16/84
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts of ME 084-8 # 95710
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 68261
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 68262
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 79759, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 79760, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 93680, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 93681, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 93682, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Photographs
Of Site & Artifacts Of ME 084-8 # 94497, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- St. Castin Survey - Base Maps -
Cohen Site
Othertype 1 Othertype 4
^ Return to Table of Contents
ME 446-05 Fort Hill (Veazie) Study Records, 1983-1990, (1987-1988)
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Physical Description: 2 Folders 
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 2 Cassettes 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Slides, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Slides
(continued), 1987
Box 6 box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Slides, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Slides
(continued), 1988
Box 6 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Video #1 , 1988
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Video #2, 1988
Physical Description: 1 videotape 
Box 11 cassette 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Proposal &
Planning Material, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Progress Report,
1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Reference
Material, 1983-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Publicity, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Maps & Plans,
1986-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Crew List, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Photographs Of
Flanders Collection, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Photographs Of
Artifacts, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Photographs Of
Site, 1987
Box 17 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Historic
Background Information, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Plans & Profiles
(Area Z) & Base Map, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Floor Plans
(Area 1,3 & 4) & Transects, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 13a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1988
Box 17 Folder 13b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1988
Box 17 Folder 13c
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Report Of
Radiocarbon Dating Testing, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Final Report,
1988
Box 17 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Field Notes ,
1988
Box 17a Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Project Journal ,
1988
Box 17a Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Data
Entry Sheets, 1987-1988
Box 17a Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Data
Entry Sheets, 1988
Box 17a Folder 4a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Data
Entry Sheets, 1988
Box 17a Folder 4b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1987
Box 17a Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1988-1989
Box 17a Folder 6a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Artifact Lists,
1988-1989
Box 17a Folder 6b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Hill Study - Bone Analysis,
1990
Box 17a Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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ME 084-3 Fort Pentagoet (Castine) Survey Records , 1970-1995, (1981-1985)
Physical Description: 5 boxes 
Physical Description: 3 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #1,
1976-1985
Box 3 Box 4a
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #1,
1976-1985
Box 3 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #1, ,
1976-1985
Box 3 Box 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #1, ,
1876-1985
Box 4 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #2,
1981-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #2,
1981-1984 (continued), 1981-1984
Box 4 box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #2,
(continued), 1981-1984
Box 4 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #2,
(continued), 1981-1984
Box 4 box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #3,
1981-1995
Box 4 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #3,
(continued), 1981-1995
Box 4 Box 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pentagoet #3,
(continued), 1981-1995
Box 5 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides of Fort Pentagoet #3,
(continued), 1981-1995
Box 5 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Fund
Raising, 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Reference Material, 1981-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Feature
List & Data Entry Records
Box 18 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Promotional Material, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Faulkner
Farog Article "Pentagoet Rediscovered: A Dramatic Archaelogical
Find In Acadian Maine"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Correspondence Re. Approval For Project, 1981-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Proposal
& Budget, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Fish
Identification, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Radar
Scanning, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Air
Photographs, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 10a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Air
Photographs, 1970
Box 18 Folder 10b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Metals, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 11a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Copper & Iron , 1985
Box 18 Folder 11b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Pipes, 1984-1985
Box 18 Folder 11c
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Glass, 1984-1985
Box 18 Folder 11d
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Flint, 1984
Box 18 Folder 11e
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Organic/Other, 1986
Box 18 Folder 11f
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists, 1981-1985
Box 18 Folder 11g
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Lists - Ceramics , 1984-1985
Box 18 Folder 11h
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Metals
Conservation Vol I (1-391), 1982-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Metals
Conservation Vol II (392-852), 1983-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Metals
Conservation Vol III (853-909), 1985-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Field
Notes, 1981-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Also includes notes on Bagaduce 1983-1987.
Box 18 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Interim
Report, 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Interim
Report, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Final
Report, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - National
Landmark Nomination, 1989-1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Sources -
Chronology
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 20a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Sources -
Misc. D'Aulnay-Latour Conflict
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 20b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Sources -
Bibliography
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18 Folder 20c
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Maps &
Plans, 1981-1984
Box 18 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Plans &
Profiles, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Maps &
Plans, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Plans,
1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 7a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1983
Box 18a Folder 7b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Maps &
Plans, 1982 & 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifacts
By Number, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 9a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifacts
By Number, 1993
Box 18a Folder 9b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifacts
By Type, 1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 10a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifacts
By Type, 1993
Box 18a Folder 10b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Journal
Vol I, 1981
Box 18a Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Journal
Vol II, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Journal
Notes , 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18a Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Newspaper Clippings, 1981-1986
Box 18a Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Armorer's Workshop Paper, 1985
Box 18a Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photograph Of Survey Work
Box 18a Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Student
Papers, 1981
Box 18a Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Field
Crew Lists, 1982-1984
Box 18a Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - "The
French At Pentagoet 1635-1674" Publication, 1987
Box 18b Folder 1a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - "The
French At Pentagoet 1635-1674" Publication (French Edition) ,
1987
Box 18b Folder 2a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - "The
French At Pentagoet 1635-1674" Publication (French Edition) ,
1987
Box 18b Folder 2b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - G.
Faulkner's Masters Thesis, May 1984
Box 18b Folder 3a
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - G.
Faulkner's Masters Thesis, May 1984
Box 18b Folder 3b
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Smithsonian Conference, September 1987
Box 18b Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Faulkner
& Faulkner Chapter "Acadian Settlement 1607-1700", 1994
Box 18b Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Faunal
ID's (Art Spiess), 1983
Box 18b Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Research
Materials - Plates, Bibliotheque Nationale
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Research
Materials - Grandfontaine/Dechamblay Period, 1670-1674, 1984
Box 18b Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Research
Material - Temple/Crowne Period, 1654-1670
Box 18b Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Research
Material - Plymouth Colony, 1629-1636
Box 18b Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Research
Material - Early Exploration & Settlement
Box 18b Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Graphics
& Photos For Thesis, 1984
Box 18b Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artwork
For Thesis
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Plans &
Stats For Thesis
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Maps
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Reconstruction Views
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Scales
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Prints
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Prints
For Articles
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Structures
Box 18b Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Personal
Affects/Constumes
Box 18b Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Glass
Ware
Box 18b Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Ceramics Box 18b Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Ceramics Box 18b Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Pemaquid Guns
Box 18b Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 1 Illustrations, 1987
Box 18b Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 2 Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 3 Text & Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 28
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 4 Line Plans/Strats, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 29
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 4 Extras, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 5 Arms, Etc. , 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 31
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 5 Extras, 1987
Box 18b Folder 32
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 5 Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 33
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 8 Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 34
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Foodways, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 35
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 9 Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 36
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Chapter 10 Illustrations, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 37
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Perkins Dedication, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18b Folder 38
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Blacksmith Lithographs
Box 18c Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Line
Copy - Slides - Genre Of Still-Life (17th Century)
Box 18c Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Artifact
Shots
Box 18c Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Panoramas Of The Seawall
Box 18c Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - SHA 85
Graphics
Box 18c Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - ABO
Artifacts Prints
Box 18c Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Ceramic, Glass & Small Finds
Box 18c Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts
Box 18c Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Site, 1981
Box 18c Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Site, 1982
Box 18c Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Site, 1983
Box 18c Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Site, 1984
Box 18c Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Photographs, 1987
Box 18c Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Plates, 1987
Box 18c Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Plates, 1987
Box 18c Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - French
At Pentagoet - Plates, 1987
Box 18c Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Illustrations For Maine History Text, 1993
Box 18c Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Pipes
Box 18c Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Gretchen
Faulkner Thesis Photographs
Box 18c Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Floor
Plans For Maps, 1981-1982
Box 18c Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Historical Photos #00970, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Historical Photos #04037, 1983
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #04038, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Historic Photo #04048, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet & St. Castin's
Habitation Surveys - Photographs Of Survey #15747, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet, Damiscove Island
& St. Castin's Habitation Surveys - Photographs Of Artifacts &
Historic Photos # 16374 , 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #26076R
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #26133, July 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #26415, August 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #26429, July 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #27215, August 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #27222, August 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #47257
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #59019, May 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #60718, May & June 1982
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #64304, June 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #73940, June 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #75379, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #76707
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #76708, June 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #79938, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #83976, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #84123, June 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #84124, June 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #84846
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #84847, July 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #88496, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #88779, July 1982
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #89974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #89975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts #89976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #90274, July 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #91321, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #91530, July 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #91963, July 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #93230, August 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #93231, July - August 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #93244
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #93245, July 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #93246, August 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Aerial
Photographs #93594
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features & Aerial Photographs
#93595, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #94760, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #94761, July 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #96334
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #95710
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #97563
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #97564
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #97565
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #97622, July 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts & Features #00970
Box 18d box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Fort Pentagoet Survey - Maps,
Plans, Posters & Illustrations , 1980-2004
Othertype 1 Othertype 6
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ME 046-1 Damariscove Island (Boothbay) Survey Records, 1978-1985,
(1979-1980)
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 4 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Slides
(General) , 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Slides
(General),, 1979-1980
Box 5 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Slides
(General),, 1979-1980
Box 5 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Slides
(General),, 1979-1980
Box 5 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Photographs Of Damariscove Field , 1979
Box 11 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Bibliography Files
Box 11 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Photographs Of Stages
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Reference
Material - Pattishalls, Brecks And Knights
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 2a
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Reference
Material - Pattishalls, Brecks And Knights
Box 19 Folder 2b
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Deeds
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Early
Primary Sources
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Misc.
Historical Society & Genealogical Documents
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Misc.
Historical Legal Documents
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Primary
Sources 19th and 20th Centuries
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Indian
Wars (Excluding Deeds & Legal Matters)
Box 19 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Secondary
Sources
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Reference
Material
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 10a
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Reference
Material
Box 19 Folder 10b
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Fish
Identification Structure 23, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Stratigraphy , 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Newspaper
Clippings, 1978-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Preliminary Reports & Reference Material, 1979-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Correspondence, 1979-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Aerial
Photographs, 1972-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Randell
Mason Correspondence & Notes, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Artifact
Data, 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Timeline
& Bibliography & Documents Relating To Pirates, 1980 & 2003
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Gretchen
Faulkner Papers Re. Fisheries, 1982
Box 19 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Field
Notes, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Plan/
Profile Sheets Of Structures 23-37, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Field
Notebook, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Lab Book,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Artifact
Sheets, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Participant
List, 1979
Box 19 Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Historic
Photos
Box 19 Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Plan/
Profile Sheets, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19a Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Photographs Of Surveying & Artifacts
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19a Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Photographs Of Artifacts
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 19a Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Structure
Inventory
Box 19a Folder 4a
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Structure
Inventory
Box 19a Folder 4b
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey -
Photographs Of Field Team
Box 19a Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove & Norridgewok
Surveys - Photographs #01917
Box 19a Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Photo File
- Historic Photographs Of The Poole Family
Box 19a box 1
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Damariscove Survey - Maps,
Charts, Plans & Plane Table
Othertype 1 Othertype 9
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Maine Site Records, 1962-2006
Physical Description: 5 boxes 
Physical Description: 28 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Jefferd's Tavern, Wells,
1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Historic Arch In Maine,
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Poland Hill, ME 354-1,
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Misc. Sites, 1981-1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Cushing ME 111, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Jefferd's Tavern ME
467-002 , 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Pea Cove, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Grand Lake Stream -
Petroglyphs ME 176-004, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Tremont, ME 466-002 -
Excalibur 1, 1982 & 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Bang Whitney Pk
Button/Coin - ME-0247-006, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Elliot Hoax ME
176-003, 1989 & 1995
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Arnold Camp ME
149-001, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Arnold Hospital
Carrying PI Twp ME 528-001, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Poland Hill Shaker
Settlement ME 354-001, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Sabbathday Lake
Shaker Settlement ME 300-02, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Machiasport, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Pleasant Point 111-06,
1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Fort Pownal ME
418-002, 1962 & 1964
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Eaton Site 111-024,
1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Misc. Houses ME 410
& 111, 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Box 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Maine Various Sites #1,
495-014, 084-009,059-005, 059-, 059-004, 058-001, 1989-1995
Box 5 box 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Maine Various Sites
#1(continued), 076-001, 1978
Box 5 Box 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Maine Various Sites #3,
059-, 307-001,497-, 158-002, 129-002, 436-001, 111-001, 015-1,
071-001, 40-40, 324-007, 436-002, 257-001, 003-002, 1995
Box 5 Box 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Jefferds ME
467-02, 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Jefferds ME
467-02, May 1984
Box 10 Folder 2
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Jefferds ME
467-02, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Photographs Of Phips' Point,
Woolwich, June 1988
Box 10 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Orono Diamond Glass
Panes , 1990
Box 11 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Slides Of Orono Ceramic Mug,
1991
Box 11 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Master Catalog
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Acadian Historic
Sites - Background, 1978-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Lawler Lead
"Bracelet" Cape Split, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Excalibur 3 & Coin
Find Site in Addison, 1988-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - King Inscription In
Cushing, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Test Excavations At
Fort Western, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Cadillac Cross Site,
1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Murray Hill "The
Carrying Place", 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pemaquid - General
& Artifact Cleaning, 1977-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - St. Croix -
Reference Material, 1978-1982
box 20 Folder 10a
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - St. Croix - Official
Documents, 1993-2000
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 10b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - St. Croix - Artifact
Drawings
box 20 Folder 10c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - St. Croix - Artifact
Photographs
box 20 Folder 10d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Montouri Site,
1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Bridges Point Site,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Purdy Hill Site,
1979-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Cohen Site,
1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Maquoit House ,
1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
box 20 Folder 15
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Report & Supporting Material, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 16a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Reference Material
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 16b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Correspondence & Proposal, 1978-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 16c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Photographs & Maps, 1953-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 16d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Photograph Negatives, 1978
box 20 Folder 16e
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Kettle Cove
(Spurwink), 1979
Box 20 Folder 17
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort George
Artifact Inventory, 1962-1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Eastman Treasure
Map Site
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - "The Rim", East
Machias, 1991-2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort Sullivan,
Eastport, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Hodgin Site,
1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Ambrose Talbot
Farm, Freeport, 1982-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Sagadahoc Island,
Georgetown, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Taunton Bay, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Lubec Iberian Pot
Find, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Mattawamkeag
Millinocket Donato, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 27
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pea Cove Prints ,
1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 28a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pea Cove ,
1989-2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 28b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pea Cove - Final
Report, 2001
Box 20 Folder 28c
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pea Cove -
Reference Material, 1978-2001
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 20 Folder 28d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Artifact Cleaning/
Sterilization Log Book - Vol I & II, 1979-1991
box 20 Folder 29
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Artifact Cleaning/
Sterilization Log Books, 1993-2004
box 20 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Cohen Site -
Reference Material, 1979-1981
Box 20 Folder 31a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Cohen Site -
Reference Material , 1979-1981
box 20 Folder 31b
Department of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort Sullivan
Eastport -- Reference Material, 1981-1982
Box 20 Folder 32
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Johnson Point
Portage, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Popham Colony,
1962-1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Agry's Point, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Shaker Settlement,
Poland Springs - Reference Material & Correspondence,
1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 4a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Shaker Settlement,
Poland Springs - Mapping Report, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 4b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Sears Island
Survey, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Sebec Mill
Complex, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Carratunk Falls
Carry, 1986-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Sullivan Dam &
Mill Site, 1979-1980
Box 21 Folder 8
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Lefevre Mill Site,
South Thomaston
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort Pownall,
1962-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Swans Island, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Wilmerding Site,
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Excalibur Site,
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York - Photographs, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York - Report, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York - Correspondence, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York - Artifact Data
Box 21 Folder 14f
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Jefferd's Tavern,
Wells/York - Reference Material, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14e
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort Halifax,
Winslow, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 15a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Fort Halifax,
Winslow, 1977
Box 21 Folder 15b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Acadian National
Park Green Mountain Railway, 1967-1986
Box 21 Folder 16
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Seven Islands
Historic Sites
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - York Tannery,
1973-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Harrisville Multiple
Resource Area, 1982
Box 21 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Artifact Data
For Perkins House, Charcoal Clamp, Fort St. George, Furieuse
Barracks, Norridgewock, Lovell's Battery, St. Croix & Tracy
Farm, 2004
Box 21 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Woods Point -
Artifact Sheets & Plans, 1984
Box 21 Folder 21
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of
York, Wells & Jefferd's Tavern #16376
Box 21 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of
Popham Colony , 1997
Box 21 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of
Schooner Annabella (ME 497-157)
Box 21 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of
Excalibur Site (ME 436-2) & Orson Island (ME 324-7)
Box 21 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - A, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - B, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 2a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - B, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 2b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - B, 1979-2006
Box 22 Folder 2c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - B, 1979-2006
Box 22 Folder 2d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - C, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 3a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - C, 1979-2006
Box 22 Folder 3b
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - C, 1979-2006
Box 22 Folder 3c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - D, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - E, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - F, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - G, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - H, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - I & J, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - K, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 1a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - K, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 1b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - K, 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 1c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - L, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - M, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 3a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - M, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 3b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - M, 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 3c
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - P, 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 4a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - P, 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 4b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - N , 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - O , 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 6a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - O , 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 6b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - R, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - S, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 8a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - S, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 8b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - S, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 23 Folder 8c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - S, 1979-2006
Box 23 Folder 8d
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - T, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - U & V, 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - W, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 3a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - W, 1979-2006
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 3b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Y, 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 4a
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Y, 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 4b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Albany Twp. - Perkins
Twp., 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 5a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Pierce Pond Twp -
Unknowns , 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 5b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Pierce Pond Twp -
Unknowns , 1979-2006
Box 24 Folder 5c
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Guidance
Box 24 Folder 6a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Historic
Archaeological Site Inventory Forms - Guidance
Box 24 Folder 6b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Base Maps Of
Pentagoet w/o Reconstruction
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of
Artifact
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Templates &
Sketches
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 folder 3a
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Templates &
Sketches
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 folder 3b
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Maine Historic
Archeological Sites Inventory
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Floor Plans for
Maps, 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
#16375
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 #30384, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 #30386, 1990
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 # 30387, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 # 30388, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 # 30389, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 # 30390, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Photographs Of Site
ME 084-08 # 30391, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 box 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - USGS Topography
Maps - 7 1/2 Min Series , 1967-1977
Physical Description: 1 map drawer 
Othertype 1 Othertype 2
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - USGS Topography
Maps - 15 Min Series & Maine Highway Maps, 1938-1955
Othertype 1 Othertype 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - St. Croix - Maps &
Plans
Othertype 1 Othertype 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Richmond Island -
Maps, Charts & Plans
Othertype 1 Othertype 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Pea Cove - Map,
1992
Othertype 1 Othertype 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Maine Sites - Shaker Settlement,
Poland Springs - Maps & Plans, 1980
Othertype 2 Othertype 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
ME 015-01 Clark & Lake/Arrowsic Survey Records, 1970-2002, (1970-1983)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Title/Description Instances
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Artifacts, 1983 & 2002
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 1
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
C-11, 1983
Box 27 Folder 2
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
D-11 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 3
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
D-12 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 4
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
D-13 - Artifact Data, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 5
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-6 - Report, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 6
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-7 - Report, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 7
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-8 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 8
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-11 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 9
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-12 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 10
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-13 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 11
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
E-14 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 12
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-3 - Report, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 13
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-4 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 14
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-5 - Report, 1972
Box 27 Folder 15
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-6 - Reports, 1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 16
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-7 - Report, 1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 17
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-8 - Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 18
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-11 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 19
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-12 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 20
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-13 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 21a
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
F-13 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 21b
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-1 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 22
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-2 - Report, 1973 & 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 23
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-4 - Report, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 24
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-5 - Report, 1971 & 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 25
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-6 - Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 26
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-7 - Report, 1972
Box 27 Folder 27
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-8 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 28
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-9 - Report, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 29
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-13 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
G-14 - Report, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 31
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-1 - Report, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 32
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-2 - Report, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 33
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-3 - Report, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 34
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-4 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 35
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-5 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 36
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-6 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 37
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-7 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 38
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-8 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 39
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-9 - Report, 1980
Box 27 Folder 40
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
H-14 - Report, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 41
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-1 - Report, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 42
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-2 - Report, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 43
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-3 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 44
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-4 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 45
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-5 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 46
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-6 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 47
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-7 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 48
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-8 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 49
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-9 - Report, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 50
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-10 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 51
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-13 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 52
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
I-14 - Report, 1980
Box 27 Folder 53
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-2 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 54
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-3 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 55
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-4 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 56
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-5 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 57
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-6 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 58
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-7 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 59
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-8 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 60
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-9 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 61
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-10 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 62
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-13 - Report, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 63
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-14 - Report, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 64
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-16 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 65
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-20 - Report, 1979
Box 27 Folder 66
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-24 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 67
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
J-K Balks
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 68
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-3 - Report, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 69
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-4 - Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 70
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-5 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 71
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-6 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 72
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-7 - Report
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 73
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-8 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 74
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K-20 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 75
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
L-5 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 76
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
L-6 - Report, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 77
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
K7/L7 - Balk
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 78
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
L-7 - Report, 1977
Box 27 Folder 79
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
M-2 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 80
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
M-4 - Report, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 81
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
RL-2 - Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 82
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
RL-3 - Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 83
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
SL-3 - Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 84
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Structure #3
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 85
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
SL-8 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 86
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
SE-8 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 87
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
SF-8 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 88
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
SK-8 - Report, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 89
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Supervisor's Reports & Field Notes, 1970-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 90
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Field Notes, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 91
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Maps & Plans, 1957 & 1972
Box 27 Folder 92
Department Of Anthropology (University Of Maine) Records
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Harold Brown's Inventory
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 93
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Contour Map
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 94
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Correspondence & Research, 1980-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 95
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Inventory/ Analysis Of Iron, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 96
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Inventory/ Analysis Of Iron, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 97
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Photographs, 1970?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 98
Department Of Anthropology -- Clarke & Lake/Arrowsic Survey -
Artifact Lists, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 99
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